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Fine-scale spatial genetic structure (SGS) is predominantly determined by gene flow.

While sexually reproducing plants can disperse their genes through pollen and seed

grains, clonal plants can additionally disperse genes through clonal growth. Plants’

clonal reproduction strategy, however, often varies within and between species. Still, the

effect of differential clonal reproduction strategy on fine-scale SGS remains somewhat

unclear.Halophila ovalis is a fast-growing clonal seagrass, whose internode length (which

defines a species’ clonal reproduction strategy) varies among populations. Using eight

polymorphic microsatellites, here we compare the genetic diversity, clonal structure and

fine-scale SGS of two H. ovalis populations with contrasting internode lengths (Yingluo

vs. Xialongwei populations). We found moderate to high genotypic and allelic richness

and heterozygosities in both populations. Compared to Xialongwei population, genetic

and genotypic diversity was significantly lower in Yingluo population. Although their

internode length was relatively short, clones of Yingluo population spread farther than

those of Xialongwei population. Sexual-to-vegetative dispersal variance ratios were 34.6

and 445.5 in Yingluo and Xialongwei populations, respectively. In both populations, clonal

growth significantly intensified the SGS, especially in short distance classes. The SGS at

small distance classes were weaker in Yingluo than Xialongwei, in part, due to more

intermingled distribution of genets and more extensive clonal expansion in the former

population. Our results indicate that vegetative dispersal variance/distance, rather than

internode length, plays a crucial role in shaping the fine-scale genetic structure.

Keywords: clonal growth, Halophila ovalis, spatial genetic structure, internode length, microsatellites

INTRODUCTION

Fine-scale spatial genetic structure (SGS) characterizes the spatial distribution of genetic
composition within a population. Drift, selection and mating system can affect the SGS to some
extent, but gene flow is considered as the main determinant of SGS in plant populations (Doligez
et al., 1998). Spatially restricted gene flow (e.g., short-distance dispersal) leads to strong fine-scale
SGS, while spatially extensive gene flow (e.g., long-distance dispersal) leads to weak or no SGS
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(Epperson, 2007). And for plants, gene flow may occur
predominantly through pollen and seed dispersal (Browne
et al., 2018; Kitamura et al., 2018). Of which pollen dispersal
generally plays a stronger role than seed dispersal in shaping the
distribution of genetic variation among and within populations
(Petit et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2015). However, each dispersal
event of a diploid seed disperses twice the number of genes as
the dispersal of a pollen grain (Chen et al., 2008). Therefore,
seed dispersal effects on fine-scale SGS may be more important
than pollen dispersal effects (Doligez et al., 1998). And spatially
restricted seed dispersal alone, irrespective of the patterns of
pollen dispersal, may lead to strong SGS (Wang et al., 2011).

Beyond seed and pollen dispersal, clonal reproduction (or
vegetative reproduction) is also an important mechanism
through which many plants can disperse their genes. In clonal
plants, a vegetatively produced offspring is called a ramet,
and the whole plant is called as a genet (Harper, 1979).
Clonal reproduction helps produce and disperse genes that are
identical to thematernal plant. Genetic similarity among spatially
adjacent neighbors is thus expected to be high. Accordingly,
fine-scale SGS is expected to be strong in clonal plants (Alberto
et al., 2005; Lundemo et al., 2010; Vallejo-Marín et al., 2010;
Brzyski et al., 2018).

But plants often adopt different strategy for clonal
reproduction (e.g., guerrilla vs. phalanx strategies), and
these strategies can influence the pattern of spatial expansion
of ramets. Plants with guerrilla strategy possess long internodes
or spacers (internode length is defined as the rhizome length
between two consecutive shoots), so that these plants can
disperse their ramets over relatively large areas. By contrast,
plants with phalanx strategy possess very short internodes
or no spacers, so that ramets of these plants are often found
densely clumped (Lovett-Doust, 1981). In nature, most plants’
clonal reproduction strategy lies in between the two extremes
(i.e., long vs. short intermodal length) and also vary with site
environmental conditions (Vallejo-Marín et al., 2010). Variation
in spatial expansion of ramets is likely to alter vegetative
dispersal and clonal structure, even within the same species.
It is still unclear, however, whether and to what extent clonal
reproduction strategy may impact the spatial patterns of gene
flow, and thereby impact the fine-scale SGS.

Seagrasses are marine flowering plants. They can reproduce
both sexually and asexually (Kendrick et al., 2017). The number
and spatial distribution of shoots in a seagrass bed are typically
controlled by clonal reproduction via rhizome growth. Internode
length is one of the most important determinants of rhizome
growth and clonal reproduction in seagrasses (Marbà andDuarte,
1998). But rhizome length varies greatly among seagrass species:
for example, the rhizome length of Cymodocea serrulata is 12.7
times of Posidonia oceanica (Marbà and Duarte, 1998). Rhizome
length could also vary within the same species: horizontal
internodal length in Cymodocea nodosa may vary from 6 to
53mm and from 3 to 20mm in Zostera noltii, for example (Marbà
and Duarte, 1998). Considering the variation in rhizome length,
some seagrasses (e.g., Zostera noltii) may look like phalanx with
clumped clones and others (e.g., Cymodocea nodosa) may look
like guerrilla with intermingled clones (Ruggiero et al., 2005a).
All such differences in spatial configuration of clones may affect

the SGS (e.g., Sinclair et al., 2014; Van Tussenbroek et al., 2016).
Still, the relationship between clone configuration and SGS in
seagrasses has been rarely studied, especially in populations with
contrasting clonal traits.

Halophila ovalis (Hydrocharitace) is a small, dioecious,
rhizomatous seagrass. This species is commonly distributed in
the tropical Indo-West Pacific and some areas beyond the tropics
(den Hartog and Kuo, 2006). Dense monospecific meadows of
H. ovalis are relatively common along the coastal regions of
southern China (Xu et al., 2011). This species can tolerate a wide
range of water depths (Xu et al., 2011), salinities (Benjamina et al.,
1999), temperatures (Hillman et al., 1995), sediment types (Xu,
2011), and can recover quickly after disturbance. Roots of this
species grow from almost all nodes of its horizontal rhizomes;
and thus its internode length is very similar to spacer length. Also,
H. ovalis shows variation in clonal traits and biomass among
different habitats. For example, internode length of this species
varies with water depths, most likely due to difference in light
availability (Xu et al., 2011).

In this study, we sampled two H. ovalis populations with
contrasting internode length. We genotyped each sample using
polymorphic microsatellite loci, which is particularly effective in
detecting genetic diversity in clonal seagrasses (Arnaud-Haond
et al., 2007). We then analyzed spatial autocorrelation of genetic
composition to answer the following questions: (1) Do the two
H. ovalis populations differ in clonal structure? (2) What is the
contribution of clonal reproduction to the fine-scale SGS?

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Species, Study Site and Sampling
We sampled H. ovalis ramets from two of its
monospecific meadows (Xialongwei and Yingluo) in Hepu
Dugong National Nature Reserve of Guangxi, China (N21◦18′−
21◦30′, E109◦ 34′ − 109◦ 47′). Total area of these two meadows
were ∼60 and ∼38 ha, respectively. These two meadows were
spatially separated from each other by ∼18 km. Halophila ovalis
populations in these two meadows were significantly different
in some clonal traits (Xu et al., 2011): mean internode length of
Xialongwei population (47.6± 2.0mm) was approximately twice
the length of Yingluo population (24.1 ± 1.1mm) (Table 1);
rhizome diameter (1.41 ± 0.04 vs. 0.84 ± 0.02mm), leaf length
(24.5 ± 0.6 vs. 19.3 ± 0.6mm), and width (13.2 ± 0.3 vs. 11.0 ±
0.3mm) were also significantly higher in Xialongwei population
than in Yingluo population. Over time, Yingluo population
had experienced dramatic changes in meadow area (133 ha in
1994 → 1.3 ha in 1999 → 20 ha in 2000 → 3.3 ha in 2001
→ 45 ha in 2003), possibly due to anthropogenic disturbances
(Fan et al., 2007).

We conducted our field sampling in the lower intertidal zone
of each location (Xialongwei and Yingluo) in June 2009. For that,
we used a grid of 20m× 40m. The interval grid spacing was 2m,
yielding a total of 231 sampling units (ramets) per population.
For each sampling unit, we collected five to ten shoots from
same rhizome to ensure sufficient sample for DNA extraction.
After being washed with fresh water, all samples were dried and
preserved using silica gels for DNA extraction.
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TABLE 1 | Parameters of clonal structure for two populations of Halophila ovalis.

Dr(shoots per m
2) IL (mm) N G G* Pd D* ED* β CR(m) Ee Ac

Xialongwei 997.3 ± 82.6 (6)* 47.6 ± 2.0(59)* 200 160 165 0.825 0.997 0.941 2.802 8.9 −0.056 0.162

Yingluo 1446.4 ± 116.1(5)* 24.1 ± 1.1(50)* 229 160 171 0.747 0.995 0.965 2.440 40.1 0.009 0.052

Shown in the table are Dr, stem density; IL, internode length; N, number of genotyped samples; G, number of multilocus genotypes; number of corrected MLGs (G*,= number of distinct

zygotes by sexual reproduction); Pd,, proportion of distinct clones, D,
*adapted Simpson index for genotypic diversity; and ED*, corresponding evenness index; β, Pareto parameter, CR,

clonal subrange, Ee, edge effect, and Ac, aggregation index (bold values indicated P < 0.001). *Numerals in brackets are number of measurements. Data of ramet density and internode

length were from Xu et al. (2011).

In order to avoid the linkage disequilibrium induced by clonal
reproduction, we also randomly collected additional sample of
33 and 36 individuals of H. ovalis from Xialongwei and Yingluo
populations, respectively. In this case, we used a minimum
sampling interval of 20m. These additional samples were used
to test the independence between loci and recent bottlenecks.

DNA Extraction and Microsatellite
Genotyping
The Plant Genomic DNA Kit (Tiangen, Beijing, China) was used
for total genomic DNA extraction according to the protocol
provided by the manufacturer. Eight polymorphic microsatellite
loci (HO2, HO3, HO5, HO8, HO20, HO36, HO48, HO51)
(Xu et al., 2010) were employed to identify genetically distinct
individuals, i.e., to discriminate genets from ramets based on
their multilocus genotypes (MLGs). Forward primers of all
loci were labeled with either 5’HEX, 5’TAMRX, 5’ROX or 5’6-
FAM (Sangon, Shanghai, China), and each locus was PCR-
amplified singly using a Mastercycler ep gradient S (Eppendorf,
Hamburg, Germany) in a 15 µl reaction volume containing the
following components: 50–75 ng of genomic DNA, 0.2mM of
each dNTPs, 0.2µM of each primer, 1× PCR buffer (Mg2+ free),
2.5mM Mg 2+ and 1U of Taq DNA polymerase (Sangon) or
0.75U of Taq DNA polymerase (Takara, Dalian, China). PCR
cycles were as follow: 5min denaturation at 95◦C; 35 cycles
containing 30 s at 94◦C, 45 s at 55–63.5◦C, 45 s at 72◦C; and
a final extension of 8min at 72◦C for loci HO2, HO3, HO5,
HO8, HO20, HO48; or 5min denaturation at 95◦C; 35 cycles of
30 s at 94◦C, 60 s at 46◦C, 60 s at 72◦C; and a final extension of
40min at 72◦C for loci HO36 and HO51. Fragment length was
scored on an ABI 3130 automated sequencer using an internal
lane standard [GS500 (−250) Liz]. Allele binning and calling
was performed using the GENEMAPPER 4.0 software, and then
checked manually.

Clone Discrimination and Clonal Analysis
Genotypic linkage disequilibrium was tested based on randomly-
collected samples in the two populations using GENEPOP
v4.0 software (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). A permutation
procedure (1,000 permutations) was used and followed by the
sequential Bonferroni calibration (Rice, 1989). No significant
linkage disequilibrium was observed between any pair of loci in
the two populations using samples randomly collected beyond
the grid (Table S1), and thus all loci can be used in the subsequent
analyses. Na, HE and FIS values were estimated for every locus

within two plots at ramet and genet levels using GenAlEx
software (Peakall and Smouse, 2006).

In order to quantify the resolution power of the 8 loci, we
estimated the unbiased probability of identity [PID(unbiased)] and
the PID among sibs [PID(sib)] (Waits et al., 2001) over all loci using
software GIMLET v1.3.3 (Valière, 2002).

When identifying clonality, it is necessary to consider the
possibility that multiple different ramets sharing identical
multilocus genotypes (MLGs) may result from sexual
reproduction (Arnaud-Haond et al., 2007). Therefore, we
used the GenClone v2.0 (Arnaud-Haond and Belkhir, 2007)
to calculate index Psex to estimate the probability of a given
MLG occurring more than once due to different recombination
events. MLGsim 2.0 (http://www.rug.nl/fmns-research/theobio/
downloads) was used to evaluate the likelihood of Psex values for
every MLG observed more than once and tested the significance
via a Monte Carlo simulation (106 iterations) approach as
proposed by Stenberg et al. (2003). The significant Psex value
suggested that those samples were ramets of the same genet by
clonal propagation, and non-significant Psex value suggested
that those samples sharing genotype were output of sexual
reproduction (Vorwerk and Forneck, 2006). Thus, we also
calculated the number of corrected MLGs (G

∗

), i.e., number of
distinct zygotes by different sexual events. Furthermore, due
to mutation or scoring errors, slightly distinct MLGs may be
derived from the same genet, and should be recognized as the
same multilocus lineage (Arnaud-Haond et al., 2007). If the
distribution of the number of distinct alleles among sampling
units follows a bimodal distribution and shows high peaks at
low distances, mutation or scoring errors should be considered.
We used GenClone software to obtain the relationship between
frequency distribution and pairwise number of distinct alleles.

Once the clones were discriminated, clonal richness of each
population was quantified at ramet level using the number of
multilocus genotypes (G) and proportion of distinct clones (Pd).
However, clonal richness indices only show the proportion of
different clones and do not describe the clonal heterogeneity
which indicates the distribution of the samples. So we used the
adapted Simpson index (D

∗

), which can be interpreted as the
probability that two random samples from the whole would be
part of the same clone to measure clonal heterogeneity. This
index ranges from 0 to 1, and 0 indicates any two random samples
belonging to the same clone. Because heterogeneity indices could
not reflect equitability, we used Simpson’s complement index
(ED

∗

) to estimate clonal evenness. This index varies from 0,
when all samples belong to one clone, to 1, when all clones
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have equal abundance (Arnaud-Haond et al., 2007). The Pareto
distribution, a power-law probability distribution, is frequently
used to describe the inequalities in allocation across discrete
types. We also used the Pareto parameter (β), ranging from
0 to infinity, to describe the scaling of the partitioning of the
ramets among MLG size classes (Arnaud-Haond et al., 2007).
Larger values of β indicate more ramets belonging to the few
largest clones.

To describe the spatial components of clonal growth, we
estimated the clonal subrange (CR), i.e., the maximum distance
of clonal dispersal (Alberto et al., 2005). To quantify the extent
of intermingling betweenMLGs, we calculated clonal dominance
(Dc) for each MLG that had at least three ramets using Ohsako’s
2010 method: Dc = (NR-1)/(NT-1), where NR is number of
ramets per genet and NT is the total number of individuals
included with the minimal convex envelope containing all
ramets. A high Dc value indicates that a genet dominates the
spatial range enclosed by its ramets. To estimate the bias induced
by the sampling scheme, i.e., possible overestimation of clonal
diversity due to rare MLGs distributing more at the edges of
the plot, we calculated edge effect (Ee) using Arnaud-Haond
et al.’s 2007 method: Ee = (Du-Da)/Da, where Du is the average
geographic distance between unique MLGs and the center of
plot and Da is the average geographic distance between all
sampls and the center of plot. We can test the significance of Ee
considering the null hypothesis as random distribution of MLGs
using 10,000 permutations of the positions of the samples. We
also determined aggregation index (Ac) (Arnaud-Haond et al.,
2007) to evaluate the spatial aggregation of clone mates. This
index varies from 0, which indicates nearest neighbors are not
different on average from the global one, to 1, which indicates
all nearest neighbors share the same MLG. Significant P-value
indicates the existence of spatial aggregation of clonemates. All
clonal diversity and structure parameters were calculated using
GenClone v2.0 (Arnaud-Haond and Belkhir, 2007), and number
of permutations was 10,000.

Population Genetic Statistics
We estimated parameters of genetic diversity at both ramet
and genet levels. The observed number of alleles per locus
(Na), expected heterozygosity (HE), and inbreeding coefficient
(FIS) were calculated. Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was tested to
determine whether a particular estimate of the overall inbreeding
coefficient was significantly different from 0 (P < 0.01). All
calculations and tests were performed using the GENEPOP
v4.0 software (Raymond and Rousset, 1995). Difference in the
number of alleles per locus between the two populations was
tested using a pairwise Student’s t-test in R (R Development
Core Team, 2012). Based on the randomly collected samples,
we detected sign of recent bottlenecks using Bottleneck 1.2 (Piry
et al., 1999). We employed Wilcoxon tests under both two-phase
model (TPM) and stepwise mutation model (SMM). The TPM
was believed to be the most appropriate model for the mutation
of microsatellites (Ellegren, 2004). Parameters for the TPM were
set as 79% SMM with a variance of 9% (Piry et al., 1999). One
thousand simulations were performed for each population.

Spatial Autocorrelation Analysis and
Heterogeneity Test
To quantify the fine-scale SGS within each population and to
assess the potential effect of clonality on SGS, we performed
spatial autocorrelation analysis at both ramet and genet levels.
At the genet level, position of each multi-ramet genet was
identified using both central and random methods (Alberto
et al., 2005). In the central method, the central coordinates of
each clone (average of the x and y coordinates of the clone
mates) were set as the position of the genet. In the random
method, position of a genet was randomly assigned to one of
its observed geographic positions of its ramets. We used re-
sampling approach to study autocorrelation at the genet level.
Significance tests were conducted by comparing the observed
distribution with the simulated distribution. For each plot,
geographic locations were randomly permuted 10,000 times to
test if the observed mean kinship coefficients were different
from those expected simulated distribution for each distance
class. The simulated distribution can be obtained by assuming
that all genotypes distributed randomly in space. Spatial genetic
structure was analyzed using the SPAGEDI v1.3 software (Hardy
andVekemans, 2002). Kinship coefficients (Fij) between each two
samples were calculated following the method of Loiselle et al.
(1995). Multilocus kinship coefficients per distance interval were
computed for the following distance classes: 0–2, 2–4, 4–6, 6–
8, 8–10, 10–12, 12–14, 14–16, 16–18, 18–20, 20–25, 25–30, and
30–45m. The significance of these kinship coefficients was tested
using 10,000 permutations.

Pair-wise kinship coefficients were then regressed on the
logarithm of spatial distance, and the significance of this
regression slope (blog) was tested using a permutation test in
SPAGEDI v1.3. The strength of SGS in each population was
quantified using the Sp statistic according to Vekemans and

Hardy’s Vekemans and Hardy (2004) method: Sp =
−b̂F

1−F̂(1)
,

where F̂(1) was the mean F̂ij between individuals belonging
to the first distance interval that should include all pairs of

neighbors, and b̂F was the slope of regression. The absolute
value of Sp statistic indicates the rate of decrease of pairwise
kinship with spatial distance. This statistic allows comparisons
among different species, and a higher Sp value suggests a stronger
spatial autocorrelation. Life history, such as mating system, life
form and population density, may significantly affect Sp statistic
(Vekemans and Hardy, 2004).

To examine the impacts of clonal growth on the SGS,
we performed heterogeneity tests for SGS patterns between
ramet and genet levels in each population and between the
two populations at both ramet and genet levels using the
GenAlEx software (Peakall and Smouse, 2006). We used the
approach proposed by Smouse et al. (2008), which compares
the real differentiation among the spatial autocorrelation
analyses with permutated values from the pooled data set
and computes Fisher’s combined probabilities to determine
the validity of null hypothesis. Autocorrelation coefficient is
defined by rij, which shows the genetic correlation between
the ith and jth individuals. The coefficient rij is a scale-
free measure of genetic similarity between pair of individuals,
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FIGURE 1 | Sampling grids and clone distribution of two Halophila ovalis populations. Circle, triangle, diamond, square, pentagon, and hexagon indicate the clones of

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 ramets, respectively. The numbers are codes of MLGs. Italic numbers with the superscript of some ramets indicate that they shared the same MLG

but were distinct zygotes via distinct sexual events. Same color and same number indicate ramets belonging to the same MLG.
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and is closely related to “kinship” (Loiselle et al., 1995).
The criteria ω and t2 were used to quantify the total
divergences between entire correlograms and the divergences
in each distance class, respectively. In the present study,
all distance classes mentioned above were involved in the
heterogeneity test, and number of bootstrap resamplings was set
to 9999.

Neighborhood Size and Dispersal Variance
We used software SPAGEDI (Hardy and Vekemans, 2002)
to estimate neighborhood size (Nb) in each population.
Under Wright’s isolation-by-distance model, values of kinship
coefficients in two-dimensional space are expected to decline
linearly with the logarithm of geographic distance within a range
from σ to 50σ under a moderate rate of mutation (Hardy and
Vekemans, 1999; Heuertz et al., 2003). Under this assumption,
slope (blog) of the linear regression function can be adopted to
evaluate Nb from the formula: Nb = –(1-F(1))/blog, where F(1) is
the mean Fij for all individuals in the first distance class (Fenster
et al., 2003; Heuertz et al., 2003). In this study, we considered
genotype density as population density.

For clonal plants, variance of dispersal can be rewritten as
the following equation (Gliddon et al., 1987): σ 2 = σ 2

veg +

σ 2
sex ⇔ σ 2 = σ 2

veg + 1
2σ

2
p + σ 2

s , where σ 2
p , σ 2

s and σ 2
veg

are variances of pollen, seed and clonal dispersal, respectively.
We calculated the variance of clonal dispersal (σ 2

veg) following

Alberto et al.’s 2005 method:σ 2
veg = 1

2 ×

NG∑

i=1

ni∑

j=1

d2ij
ni
+12×(N−NG)

N ,
where N is number of genets, NG is the number of genets
having two or more ramets, ni is number of ramets of genet i,
dij is distance of ramet j to central coordinate of genet i. For
genets with only one ramet, dispersal distance was calculated
as half of the distance between two consecutive samples, i.e.,
1m in our case. Therefore, we calculated the ratio of sexual-to-
vegetative dispersal variance (rd), i.e., rd = σ 2

sex/σ
2
veg , to evaluate

the relative contributions of sexual and vegetative dispersal
(Alberto et al., 2005).

RESULTS

Genotypic Richness and Clonal Structure
Based on the eight loci, PID(unbiased) and PID(sib) values
were 8.70e−8 and 1.78e−3. These values confirmed that
the resolution was sufficient to identify genetically unique
genets. Equal number (160) of genotypes was found in
both populations. All Psex-values were smaller than 0.01.
However, Psex values for five (from Xialongwei population)
and eight (from Yingluo population) MLGs with multiple
samples were non-significant (Table S2). Each of the MLGs
that could have arisen as an independent sexual event was
found in two individuals. Therefore, the corrected MLGs
in Xialongwei and Yingluo populations were 165 and 171,
respectively (Table 1). Results of the relationship between
frequency distribution and pairwise number of distinct alleles
indicated that no somatic mutation or scoring errors occur in
our analysis.

TABLE 2 | Genet size (the number of sampling ramets per genet) and clonal

dominance of Halophila ovalis in Xialongwei and Yingluo sites.

MLGs Genet

size

NT Clonal dominance

(Dc)

The largest linear distance

between clonemates

Xialongwei

7 3 3 1.0 4.0

11 3 4 0.75 4.0

12 7 7 1.00 8.9

33 3 3 1.00 4.0

47 3 3 1.00 4.5

61 3 3 1.00 2.8

96 4 4 1.00 4.5

136 3 3 1.00 2.8

145 3 3 1.00 4.0

Yingluo

2 3 5 0.6 10.0

5 7 51 0.14 29.1

9 5 7 0.71 24.1

21 4 38 0.11 26.0

22 4 18 0.22 22.4

26 3 3 1.00 26.1

29 5 16 0.31 30.6

36 4 21 0.19 22.0

90 7 20 0.35 34.0

93 4 13 0.31 28.1

94 3 3 1.00 22.1

96 3 7 0.43 18.1

115 3 3 1.00 26.1

119 3 3 1.00 8.2

Codes of MLGs are the same as in Figure 1. NT is the total number of individuals included

with minimal convex envelope containing all ramets of the genet.

About 16.4% (26 genets) and 12.7% (21 genets) of the
total genets had two or more ramets in Yingluo and
Xialongwei populations, respectively (Figure 1). Proportion of
distinct clones (Pd), based on corrected MLGs, was 0.825
and 0.747, and the values of the Pareto index β were
2.822 and 2.440 for Xialongwei and Yingluo populations,
respectively. Surprisingly, the adapted Simpson index for
genotypic diversity (D

∗

) was almost identical in the two
populations (Table 1). No significant effect of edge was observed
in any population, suggesting that edge played a negligible role in
clonal diversity.

Clone mates were spatially aggregated in both Xialongwei
(Ac = 0.162, P < 0.001) and Yingluo populations (Ac =

0.052, P < 0.001) (Table 1). Genets of H. ovalis in Xialongwei
population were smaller in size and exhibited more restricted
spatial spread than those in Yingluo population. Only nine
genets at Xialongwei possessed more than two sample units,
and only one genet spread more than 5m. In contrast, 14
genets at Yingluo had more than two ramets and 26 genets
had a spreading distance of >5m (Table 2). The maximum
clone dispersal distance was much shorter at Xiaongwei (CR
= 8.9m) than at Yingluo (CR = 40.1m) (Table 1). Clonal
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dominance was significantly lower at Yingluo than at Xialongwei
(P < 0.001) with Dc values ranging from 0.11 to 1.0 (Table 2).
Clonal dominance was negatively related with clone size (area
covered by a genet, in natural logarithm, adjusted R2 =

0.1952, P = 0.006) and clone distance (adjusted R2 = 0.6227,
P < 0.001).

Genetic Diversity
Significant departures from Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium were
observed in the both populations. Xialongwei population showed
an excess of heterozygotes (FIS = −0.062 and −0.052 at ramet
and genet levels, respectively, all P < 0.001), while Yingluo
population showed a heterozygote deficiency (FIS = 0.230 and
0.248 at ramet and genet levels, respectively, all P < 0.001)
(Table 3). No significant associations were observed between
heterozygosity and clone size, i.e., area covered by a genet, in
the two populations. Both at ramet and genet levels, all measures
showed higher genetic diversity in Xialongwei population than
Yingluo population (Table 3). The pair-wise Student’s t-test
indicated that the number of alleles per locus (P = 0.0398), and
the expected heterozygosity at ramet (P= 0.0317) and genet (P=

0.0254) levels were significantly higher in Xialongwei population
than in Yingluo population.

Using randomly collected samples, there was a sign of recent
bottleneck events in Yingluo population but not in Xialongwei
population under TPM and SMMmodels (Table S3).

Spatial Genetic Structure
For both populations, the average kinship coefficient (Fij) both at
ramet and genet (positioned by central method) levels decreased
linearly with increasing logarithm of spatial distance (Table 4).
In both populations, significant co-ancestry kinship was present
within 0–6m both at ramet and genet levels (all P < 0.001
for each distance class) with an extra extension to 8m at the
ramet level in Yingluo population (Figure 2). Similar pattern was
detected through correlogram analysis, using rij. Heterogeneity
tests indicated that the overall pattern of SGS differed marginally
between ramet vs. genet levels in Yingluo population (ω= 18.836,
P = 0.054), but not in Xialongwei population (Table 5). In
both populations, the ramet-level SGS was significantly stronger
than the genet-level SGS up to first or second distance classes,
suggesting that clonal growth strengthens the SGS at short
distances (Table 5).

When using random selectionmethod at the genet level, mean
kinship coefficient Fij at Xialongwei (0.0639, CI: 0.0616–0.0663)
was lower than at Yingluo (0.0889, CI: 0.0793–0.0983). The mean
observed blog of regression between Fij and the logarithm of
spatial distance was−0.0191±0.0012 (mean±SD) at Xialongwei
and −0.0322 ± 0.0015 at Yingluo; and a larger value of Sp was
found in Yingluo than that in Xialongwei population (Table 4).
Both at ramet and genet levels, there were significant differences
in the overall SGS, up to several distance classes, between the two
populations (Table 5).

The estimated variances of vegetative dispersal (σ 2
veg)

were 0.8 and 9.3 in Xialongwei and Yingluo populations,
respectively. When the effective population density was set as
0.0185 (about 1/11D), the dispersal distances were 18.9m and

18.2m in Xialongwei and Yingluo populations, respectively,
and corresponding neighborhood sizes (Nb) were 85.9 and
116.3 individuals. The sexual dispersal variances (σ 2

sex) were
356.4 m2 and 321.9 m2 in Xialongwei and Yingluo populations,
respectively; and the corresponding sexual-to-vegetative
dispersal variance ratios (rd) were 445.5 and 34.6.

DISCUSSION

We compared the genetic diversity, clonal structure and fine-
scale SGS of H. ovalis between two (monospecific) populations.
The Yingluo population had relatively shorter internodes
and lower genetic and genotypic diversity than Xialongwei
population. Clones of Yingluo population, however, spread
farther than those of Xialongwei population, with sexual-to-
vegetative dispersal variance ratios being 34.6 and 445.5 in
Yingluo and Xialongwei populations, respectively. Clonal growth
intensified the SGS in both populations, but the SGSs at small
distance classes were relatively weak in Yingluo population.

Clonal Structure of Halophila ovalis
We have detected moderate to high levels of genetic variation in
H. ovalis populations, using polymorphic microsatellites. Hence,
polymorphic microsatellite is an effective tool for identifying
plants’ clonal structure. We found shorter internode length, but
larger clone size, larger neighborhood size and larger variance
of vegetative dispersal in Yingluo population, compared to
Xialongwei population (Table 1). Halophila ovalis forms roots at
each of its nodes. A short internode length would mean clones
to have many roots per area. That is, roots in clones of Yingluo
population should be denser than the roots of Xialongwei
population. A dense root system could help a plant anchor in
the sediment and reduce the risk of being broken and washed
away by waves or sea currents, thereby increase the resilience of a
seagrass bed. Despite having short internode and possibly dense
root system, seagrass bed at Yingluo had experienced dramatic
fluctuations in area; and when population size was reduced, most
of the ramets were eliminated. Perhaps, the shorter internodes
were not strong enough to resist the type of disturbances that
Yingluo population experienced.

Alternatively, the large decrease in seagrass bed of Yingluo
(Fan et al., 2007) was possibly associated with anthropogenic
disturbances, beyond the typical disturbance like sea waves
and sea currents. On the other hand, strong clonal growth
of H. ovalis might have facilitated their quick recovery (i.e.,
increase in meadow size). Indeed, we have found a sign of
recent bottlenecks in Yingluo population. Halophila ovalis has
the fastest vegetative extension rate reported in seagrass species
(Marbà and Duarte, 1998). Rapid recovery through vegetative
extension would permit some genotypes, which is close to the
damaged areas at Yingluo, to increase quickly and form large
clones. The clonal subrange data of H. ovalis supports this
assentation. The clonal subranges of H. ovalis were relatively
low to intermediate (8.9m in Xialongwei −40.1m in Yingluo),
compared to other seagrass species such as in Cymodocea
nodosa (20–35m) (Alberto et al., 2005), Posidonia oceanica
(12.7–76.6m) (Diaz-Almela et al., 2007). The higher clonal
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TABLE 3 | Number of alleles (Na), expected heterozygosity (HE), and inbreeding coefficient (F IS ) at ramet and genet levels of Halophila ovalis populations in Xialongwei

and Yingluo.

Xialongwei Yingluo

Ramet level Genet level Ramet level Genet level

Loci Na HE FIS HE FIS Na HE FIS HE FIS

HO2 5 0.865 −0.558** 0.888 −0.556** 2 0.157 −0.083 0.206 −0.112

HO3 9 0.240 0.599** 0.269 0.559** 1 0.000 NA 0.000 NA

HO5 6 0.800 −0.060** 0.800 −0.056** 3 0.004 0.991** 0.006 0.987**

HO8 12 0.720 0.109** 0.719 0.108** 11 0.149 0.781** 0.156 0.776**

HO20 6 0.760 −0.048** 0.725 0.006** 1 0.000 NA 0.000 NA

HO36 10 0.345 0.050** 0.350 0.037** 8 0.790 −0.299** 0.756 −0.243**

H048 7 0.965 −0.581** 0.956 −0.547** 10 0.843 −0.039** 0.838 −0.018**

HO51 13 0.825 −0.050** 0.800 −0.023** 3 0.406 −0.226** 0.394 −0.204**

Multi- locus 68 0.690 −0.062** 0.688 −0.052** 39 0.294 0.230** 0.295 0.248**

Significant departures from the null hypothesis of Hardy−Weinberg equilibrium are in bold and coded: **P < 0.001. NA, not available.

TABLE 4 | Summary of kinship autocorrelation within two populations.

Methods No. pairs per distance class F(1) blog (SD) Sp

Xialongwei

Ramet level 340–2736 0.1137*** −0.0193 (0.0009)*** 0.0218

Genet level Central coordinates 178–1716 0.0767*** −0.0133 (0.0013)*** 0.0144

Random coordinates 216–1746 0.0639 −0.0191 (0.0012)* 0.0204

Yingluo

Ramet level 422–3677 0.1044*** -0.0254 (0.0016)*** 0.0284

Genet level Central coordinates 194–1787 0.0365*** −0.0075 (0.0023)*** 0.0079

Random coordinates 200–1825 0.0889 −0.0322 (0.0015)* 0.0353

The minimum and maximum numbers of distance pairs per distance class, the Loiselle kinship coefficient values for the first distance class (F(1) ), the slope of regression of mean kinship

with logarithm of spatial distance (blog) and Sp statistics with jackknife estimated standard deviation. Significant values are in bold. *P < 0.05; ***P < 0.001.

subrange in Yingluo population (40.1m) compared to that
of Xialongwei population (8.9m) could be attributed to the
presence of disturbance in the former population. Disturbance-
induced increase in clonal subranges has also been observed
in the slowly, vegetatively extending Posidonia oceanica (Diaz-
Almela et al., 2007) and in the moderately extending Cymodocea
nodosa (Alberto et al., 2005).

In theory, plants often allocate more resources to sexual than
clonal reproduction in frequently disturbed habitats. Hence, the
diversity of clonal genotypes is expected to be higher in disturbed
than in relatively stable habitats (Eckert et al., 2016). Contrary
to this expectation, proportion of distinct clones (Pd) was lower
in Yingluo than in Xialongwei population (Tables 1, 3). This
could be the result of rapid expansions of some clones close
to the damaged area after the disturbances. However, direct
observations on the sexual reproduction are needed.

Horizontal internode length can impact the intermixing of

clones. For example, internode length of C. nodosa (25mm) is
approximately twice the length of Zostera noltii (12mm) (Marbà
and Duarte, 1998); and an intermingled configuration of genets
is observed in C. nodosa, while Z. noltii is characterized by a
clumped, phalanx-type distribution of clones (Ruggiero et al.,

2005a). In H. ovalis, a more intermingled clonal pattern was
observed in Yingluo population, which had a shorter internode
than that of Xialongwei population. Clonal dominance was
significantly lower at Yingluo than at Xialongwei. Ohsako (2010)
argued that increasing ramet density could in part increase the
clonal dominance. But surprisingly, ramet density was higher at
Yingluo than at Xialongwei (Table 1). The low clonal dominance
at Yingluo is perhaps associated with the presence of many large
clones, which increased the probability of clonal mixture.

Genetic Structure of Halophila ovalis
An increasing rate of clonal reproduction increases the
heterozygosity via fixed heterozygosity within individuals
(Balloux et al., 2003; Navascues et al., 2010; Jolivet and Degen,
2011), though inbreeding and effective size can increase or
decrease (Yonezawa et al., 2004). The inbreeding index (FIS) is
thus expected to be negative, and the variance of FIS among loci
is expected to increase with increasing rate of asexuality (Stoeckel
and Masson, 2014). Clonality-driven heterozygote excess has
been confirmed in partially asexual plants, such as in a tree species
Prunus avium (Stoeckel et al., 2006), in seagrasses Zostera marina
(Kamel et al., 2012) and Cymodocea serrulata (Arriesgado et al.,
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FIGURE 2 | Correlograms of (mean) pairwise co-ancestry parameter as a function of spatial distance for two Halophila ovalis populations. The first column of the

correlograms was conducted at ramet level by including all sampling units, and the second column of the correlograms was produced at genet level by using central

coordinates as spatial coordinates of genet. The first row correlograms showed co-ancestry (Fij ) based on estimations from the software SPAGEDI v.1.3. The second

and third row correlograms showed co-ancestry (rij ), based on GenAlex, of Xialongwei and Yingluo populations, respectively. The error bar for each index values in

(A–F) is the standard error obtained from jackknifing over eight loci, and the dotted lines in (C–F) are 95% confidence interval of no association from 9,999

permutations. The values significant from zero were presented with filled circles and squares for Xialongwei and Yingluo, respectively.

2015), and in fungus Puccinia triticina (Goyeau et al., 2007).
Consistent with those observations, moderate to high levels of
genetic diversity were found in the studied H. ovalis populations.
Negative FIS was found in Xialongwei population, and large
variance of FIS among loci was observed in both populations.

However, allelic richness, heterozygosity and FIS differed
between the two populations. Xialongwei population had
significantly higher allelic richness and expected heterozygosity
than Yingluo population (Table 3). Such differences may reflect

the impacts of demography on genetic composition. After
bottleneck, genetic diversity is expected to be low. Clonal
reproduction permits rapid expansion of the remnant genotypes
via vegetative reproduction, while propagule recruitment from
other populations can stabilize the genetic diversity over time
(Harper, 1979; Becheler et al., 2014; Oliva et al., 2014). At an
initial stage of population recovery, the rapid clonal expansion
of genotypes ought to be determined mainly by chance, rather
than by competition among genotypes. But in undisturbed
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population, strong competition between genotypes tends to
exclude disadvantageous genotypes, which are commonly related
with homozygotes (Hansson and Westerberg, 2002), and thus
heterozygote excess is expected due to selection.

Our study suggested that genetic diversity is higher in
relatively stable (Xialongwei) than in fluctuating (Yingluo)
populations. This result contradicts with Reusch (2006), who
found higher genetic diversity of Z. marina in disturbed
than undisturbed plots, due to stimulated sexual recruitment
at a fine scale (∼1 m2). Jiang et al. (2018) also observed
high genetic diversity in Zostera japonica populations, though
those populations experienced dramatically fluctuation in size.
However, our result is consistent with Diaz-Almela et al. (2007),
who found reduced genetic diversity in the disturbed populations
of a seagrass Posidonia oceanica. McMahon et al. (2017) found
that intermediate disturbance increases clonal richness, but high
disturbance decreases clonal richness. It is likely that the dramatic
fluctuations of the seagrass meadow area may affect the sexual
reproduction, while strong clonal extension may enable the
rapid recovery (Hughes and Stachowicz, 2004; Park et al., 2011;
Macreadie et al., 2014).

Spatial Genetic Structure
In H. ovalis, sexual-to-vegetative dispersal variance ratios were
445.5 and 34.6, for the two populations. These values are larger
than those of C. nodosa (0.065 and 1.16) (Alberto et al., 2005),
a seagrass whose horizontal internode length is greater than that
of H. ovalis (Marbà and Duarte, 1998). Nevertheless, vegetative
dispersal played an essential role in shaping the SGSs of H. ovalis
populations. Our results of significant SGS both at ramet and
genet levels, especially in short distance classes, indicate that
gene dispersal was spatially restricted. The genet-level SGS of H.
ovalis was similar to other seagrasses such as Posidonia oceanica
(Diaz-Almela et al., 2007), Zostera marina (Becheler et al., 2010),
Halophila beccarii (Phan et al., 2017), and Cymodocea nodosa in
Italy (Ruggiero et al., 2005b), but weaker than that of Cymodocea
nodosa in Spain (Alberto et al., 2005). The contribution of seed
dispersal to SGS is likely to be higher in H. ovalis than other
seagrasses, given that the rate of horizontal rhizome elongation
is very high in H. ovalis (Marbà and Duarte, 1998).

Dispersal can heavily affect the strength of SGS. A strong SGS
is expected in plants with limited dispersal ability (Epperson,
2007). Clonal growth spreads out ramets of the same genotype
as that of maternal ramet. Genetic similarity among spatially
adjacent neighbors is thus expected to be high; and this may
lead to a strong SGS to a short distance. Such effect of
clonal reproduction on the strength of SGS has been found
in high-density populations of P. avium (Jolivet et al., 2011).
Slight increase, albeit non-significant, in the SGS at ramet level
compared to that of genet-level has also been observed in
Cymodocea nodosa (Alberto et al., 2005; Ruggiero et al., 2005b)
and in Z. marina var. angustifolia (Becheler et al., 2010). The
SGS of H. ovalis was significant only in small distance classes
(Figure 2), indicating that clonal growth can strengthen the SGS
over relatively short distances. Interestingly, the genet-level Sp
statistic differed greatly between central and random coordinate
in Yingluo population, but not in Xialongwei population. This
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discrepancy can be attributed to the presence of many large
clones in Yingluo population (Table 2). Estimates of central and
random coordinates are usually similar in a small clone, but
those estimates differ greatly in a large clone. Estimates of clone
position are used in the classification of distance classes. If the
frequency of large clone is high, then the results of central
coordinate will underestimate the F(1). Random coordinates, on
the other hand, reflect the autocorrelation coefficient for the
first distance class. The observed short-distance impact of clonal
growth in H. ovalis is perhaps related to the vegetative dispersal
ability of the species. Being a small species with short internodes,
long-distance vegetative dispersal is very rare for H. ovalis. In
fact, the farthest dispersal distance of H. ovalis was no more
than 40.1m, and only few genets (only 14 genets in Yingluo
population) dispersed over 10 m.

The overall SGSs differed significantly between Yingluo and
Xialongwei populations, for both genet and ramet (Table 5).
At short distance classes, the SGS (rij) of Yingluo population
was relatively weaker than the SGS of Xialongwei population
(Table 5, Figures 2C–F), perhaps due to an intermingled pattern
of clone intermixing in Yingluo population. Our result of positive
association between clone size and the degree of intermixing
indicates that larger clones of H. ovalis can intermingled
with other clones to a higher degree than smaller clones.
Intermixing of clones decreases the genetic relatedness up to
a certain distance (2m in our study), thereby weakens the
SGS. Longer vegetative dispersal distance may also contribute to
the weaker SGS in Yingluo population. In a simulation study,
Epperson (2007) observed that mean kinship value at the shortest
distance decreases with increasing distance of seed and/or pollen
dispersal. We suggest that extensive vegetative expansion, like
seed and pollen dispersal, can also weaken SGS.

Water depth may also affect the fine-scale SGS by changing
the resource allocation from vegetative to sexual reproduction.
Frequent tidal and anthropogenic disturbances in shallow
marine habitats may thus favor sexual reproduction (Orth
et al., 2006). Increasing light availability at relatively shallow
water may also favor sexual reproduction. Although it remains
untested, relatively low water depth at Yingluo may contribute
to the weaker SGS. Nevertheless, seedling recruitment in
deeper seagrass beds might not be dramatically affected by the
reduction of sexual reproduction, given that seeds from adjacent
shallower habitats can easily arrive at a deeper habitat.

CONCLUSIONS

The two H. ovalis populations with contrasting internode
lengths showed moderate to high levels of genetic diversity.

Yingluo population with shorter internodes had larger clone
sizes, leading to larger neighborhood sizes and larger variance
of vegetative dispersal. Historical bottleneck events might
contribute to the lower genetic diversity in this population,
compared to Xialongwei population. Clonal growth significantly
intensified the fine scale SGS in H. ovalis populations. Overall
SGS as well as kinship at small distance classes were weaker
in Yingluo population than those in Xialongwei population,
most likely due to intermingled distribution of genets induced
by extensive vegetative expansion in the former population.
We concluded that, like seed and pollen dispersal, extensive
vegetative expansion can also impact the SGS.
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